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absorbed
(of energy or a liquid or other substance) taken in or soaked up.
The stones warm slowly throughout the day then radiate absorbed heat at
night.

blotch
Mark with spots or blotches of different color or shades of color as if
stained.
Her face was blotched and swollen with crying.

center Ice hockey the person who plays center on a hockey team.
That vase in the picture is not centered.

centered Being or placed in the center.

central Accessible from a variety of places.
A central position.

concentration
Strengthening the concentration as of a solute in a mixture by removing
diluting material.
The concentration of power in the hands of nobles.

concentric
Of or denoting circles, arcs, or other shapes which share the same centre,
the larger often completely surrounding the smaller.
The revolving circle is concentric with the fixed outer circle.

convergence
The tendency of unrelated animals and plants to evolve superficially similar
characteristics under similar environmental conditions.
These bivalves have assumed similar characters by convergence.

core Remove the core or center from.
A pineapple core.

disproof
The action of proving that something is untrue.
Rex was living disproof of the youth preserving powers imputed to life in
the college.

dot Place a dot over a letter.
Dot your i s.
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emphatically Without question and beyond doubt.
Greg is emphatically not a slacker.

focus Become focussed or come into focus.
The focus of activity shifted to molecular biology.

fulcrum The pivot about which a lever turns.
Research is the fulcrum of the academic community.

halfway In the middle of a period of time.
I woke up halfway through the night.

homocentric Having a common center.

intensive An intensive adjective adverb or particle an intensifier.
Computer intensive methods.

keynote Give the keynote address to an audience.
He delivered the keynote address.

main
The source of public water, gas, or electricity supply through pipes or
cables.
The main doors were of solid glass.

middle The middle area of the human torso usually in front.
The middle point on a line.

midway Equally distant from the extremes.
The kids head straight for the midway.

mottle A spot or patch forming part of a mottled arrangement.
Green leaves that are heavily mottled with chocolate and maroon.

pivot Turn on or as if on a pivot.
He swung round pivoting on his heel.

pivotal Fixed on or as if on a pivot.
A sliding or pivotal motion.

primary A primary colour.
Primary sources.

refutation Any evidence that helps to establish the falsity of something.
Scientific theory is always tentative open to refutation.

rivet Fasten with a rivet or rivets.
The discovery of the skull riveted the paleontologists.

speck Produce specks in or on.
The figure in the distance had become a mere speck.

splotch A blob or smear of something, typically a liquid.
The white tablecloth was splotched with red wine.
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spot Mark or become marked with spots.
The men were spotted by police.
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